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Welcome to the home page of 
the Pelikan Model Club located 

in Clearwater, Florida. The Pelikan Club is the  
oldest IPMS affiliated club in Florida, and we  
were the hosting club for the 2012 IPMS National 
Convention that was held at Walt Disney World 
over in Lake Buena Vista. 

The Pelikan Model Club meets the first Tuesday of 
each month at the Armed Forces History Museum 
in Clearwater, Florida. Meetings begin at 7:00 PM 
and typically adjourn around 9:00 PM. 

After holding a short session discussing club busi-
ness there is a ‘show & tell’ where members talk 
about models or modeling related items they’ve 
brought in to share with the rest of the club’s 
members. Visitors are always welcome!
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Welcome to the premier issue of Pelkan Droppings. Things are  
really cooking for the Pelikan Club. Have a new website  
(http://www.pelikanclub.org), a new newsletter, and a new  
president. Well 2 out of 3 ain’t bad. In the coming months, we 
hope to bring you our rather peculiar take on this great hobby.  
We will feature members’ projects. Each issue we will highlight 
one of our original members, and get him out of the home and 
have him tell us what he’s up to. We will feature product reviews, 
upcoming events, especially other club events around the state. 
Most importantly, there will be lot’s of photos and build logs of 
our members current projects. Plus, in May of 2015 the famous,  
or is it infamous, Pelicon will be back better than ever. Stay tuned 
for all the details of this great 2 day event.

The Pelikan club has a storied history, with many members having 
been published in all the important magazines. The club is well 
stocked with members who have wide and varied interests, covering 
the full spectrum of the hobby. All scales and all genre from ships, 
to figures, to aircraft of all eras. We have members who enjoy 
building famous and important racing cars. And yes, there are is 
an insidious group of rather disturbing fellows who dwell in the 
dark arts of the “armor” genre. The club has multiple winners at all 
levels of competition, including the Nationals, including that same 
group of really strange guys, who huddle at the same table every 
month.

We sponsored the 2012 IPMS show held at Disney World, to rave 
reviews. We host a “model camp” each month at our club meeting 
place to introduce the hobby to budding young modelers. It’s nice 
to see younger blood among all the old codgers, and maybe just 
one or two will be bitten by the bug and start pestering his or her 
parents for that Tamiya Corsair, or even worse the latest Sherman 
variant.

My own involvement with the club started back in 1982, when my 
now best friend, and current vice president came up to me and 
said welcome to the Pelikans. To Dick, and Charlie (Lambour and 
Hess), to Walt and Ed, Earl and Bart, hell to all the guys whom I 
am grateful to call my friends, keep an eye out for the latest pile 
of “Droppings”  There you will find my own contributions, of my 
attempts at building the new Tamiya Yamato, and the Hobby Boss 
M1070 HET (and what may be the coolest model of the last 10 
years, The Meng D9R armored bulldozer).

And to everybody who will read this BUILD SOMETHING !!!

Dave Fredrickson

The Prez Sez

President: 
Dave Fredrickson

Vice-President: 
George Hecht 

Treasurer: 
Robert Garelli 

Secretary: 
Bart Cusumano

Armed Forces History Museum
2050 34th Way North • Largo, Florida 33771
Phone: (727) 539-8371

From Interstate I-275 Southbound
Take exit #31 (SR 688/Ulmerton Road). Drive west on SR 
688 for 6.6 miles, passing Belcher Road. Turn right on 
34th Way North. Citgo gas station will be at the corner 
of 34th Way North and Ulmerton Road (approximately 
¼ mile west of Belcher Road intersection). Follow this 
street to the cul de sac. The entrance to the museum 
will be at the end of the street.

From Interstate I-275 Northbound
Travel north on I-275, merge onto FL-686W, exit #30 to-
ward Largo/Clearwater. Follow 686 north to the merge 

ramp to SR 688 West (Ulmerton Road). Travel west for 
approximately 5 miles and turn right on 34th Way North. 
Citgo gas station will be at the corner of 34th Way 
North and Ulmerton Road (approximately ¼ mile west 
of Belcher Road intersection). Follow this street to the 
cul de sac. The entrance to the museum will be at the 
end of the street.

From the Beaches
Take Ulmerton Road east past the Starkey Road inter-
section. Left hand turn lane at Citgo Gas Station has 
been closed. Take next possible U-turn and back track 
to Citgo Gas Station, turning right on 34th Way N. Fol-
low this street to the cul de sac and the entrance to the 
museum.
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Jeff price (L) and Dennie Adams 
enjoying the show

CLUB NEWSCLUB NEWS

Come join the fun and learn the basics 
of building a Level 1, snap together scale 
model. A brief history of model building, 
additional insight on various skill levels, 
building dioramas using your scale model 
and information on painting and decorating 
scale models is hosted by the Pelikan Club 
and presented by Family Time News.

The first Model Camp for 2014 will take place on Sunday, February 
16, 2014 from 12:30 PM to 2 PM.

Additional 2014 Dates:
    Sunday, February 16th
    Sunday, March 9th
    Sunday, April 13th
    Sunday, May 18th
    Sunday, June 22nd
    Sunday, July 13th
    Sunday, August 17th
    Sunday, September 14th
    Sunday, October 12th

Build-A-Model Camp admission is ONLY $18.   
The camp package is valued at over $50 and includes:

 •  Tour of the museum
 •  Set of authentic military dog tags
 •  Ride on the motion theater simulator
 •  Scale model and supplies
 •  Certificate
 •  Parents are invited to sign up to join their child or they may tour 
    the museum at a discounted rate of $9.95.

Who:  Ages 8 – Adult
Location:  Armed Forces History Museum
          2050 34th Way N., Largo, FL  33772
Time: 12:30 – 2:00 pm

Please register and prepay for the Build-A-Model camp by calling 
Kathy at 727-539-8371, ext. 110. On the weekends, please call  
(727) 539-8371 and press 6 for the front desk attendant who will be 
able to assist you. Visit the link below for more information and to 
download a model camp registration form:

http://armedforcesmuseum.com/build-a-model-camp.html

Build a Model Camp

Tread Heads unite! (L to R): Brad 
Johnson, Brad Neavin and Nick Torrey

George Cost (L) and Bob Semler 
checking out the entries

Best Out-of-the-Box Award                  

Ozzie Leandri                 
F-102 Delta Dagger

Dioramas / Vignettes  
Silver - Robert Marquinez 
“A Little Something to Brighten 
your day”

Silver - Bart Cusumano 
“Take Five” 

Bronze - Frank Stansell  
V-150 Commando

Bronze - Bob Semler 
“The Invasion Will Start Soon”  

Figures
Silver - Bart Cusumano 
“Hearts and Minds” 

Bronze - Robert Marquinez 
Lord Rawdons Irish Volunteers

Merit - Jesus Ramos  
German Luftwaffe Ace Pilot

Sci-Fi / Real Space
Silver - Bart Cusumano  
USS Enterprise 

Nautical Craft
Silver - Bart Cusumano  
USS Dallas  

Silver - Ozzie Leandri 
U-Boat Type IXC 

Bronze - Jesus Ramos  
PT-109  

Jesus Ramos 
Shrimp Boat Suzanne  
Merit

Military Vehicles
Gold - Bart Cusumano 
M3 Stuart - First Hundred  

Silver - Bob Semler  
Sturmtiger 38cm Assault Mortar

Silver - Thomas Knapp  
Panther Ausf A  

Bronze - Robert Marquinez  
Challenger 1 Operation Desert

Bronze - Jesus Ramos  
Walker Bulldog 

Merit - Frank Stansell  
Japan Type 1 75mm SP Gun

Aircraft
Silver- Ozzie Leandri 
F-102 Delta Dagger 

Silver - Andy Mason  
Spitfire MK VB Trop 

Silver - Bart Cusumano  
P-40 N  

Silver - Ozzie Leandri 
Spitfire PR XI  

Silver - Thomas Knapp 
TA 183 Huckabein 

Silver - Jesus Ramos  
Mitsubishi A6M2 Zero Fighter

Silver - Frank Stansell  
Nakajimi JINI-SA Gekko

Bronze - Bob Semler  
US Navy E-2C Hawkeye 

Bad-Boy Dave Frederickson (R) with 
(L to R) George Cost, Tom Knapp, 
Frank Stansell and Jesus Ramos

Pelikans make out at 
Modelpalooza 2013
September 28 & 29 in Orlando, Florida, The Pelikans were well rep-
resented at Modelpalooza 2013 —  and came out with a hefty load of 
hardware!
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New Stuff
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New Stuff

Verlinden Productions 1:35 scale: 
Camping Grounds: German WW II Tankers; 
Item #2776; Features 90 resin parts.

MasterBox, 1:32 scale figure set, RAF Pilots,  
WW II Era; 43 injection molded  light gray  
styrene parts gives you 3 human figures and  
a dog; item # MB3206

Mobius Models Creature from the Black Lagoon: a 
1/8 scale injection plastic kit of the Creature and his 
female victim; item #925

BarracudaGrahs “Thunderbolts of the Hell Hawks”; 
320 pages, illustrated with over 550 photos and 98 
color profiles. By Don Barnes, John Crump and Roy 
Sutherland; Landscape format in A4 size. ISBN # 
9780615-56042-7. Available soft cover ($43.95), 
hard cover ($59.95) and  hard cover autographed 
by authors ($89.95).

Alpine Miniatures 1:35 scale 2-figure set, “Spearhead”, 
Item #35156 (also available separately as set #1, item 
35154 and set #2, item 35155). These resin figures offer 
a high level of detail and quality. Each figure comes 
with a choice of two heads.

Revell, 1:24 scale injection molded 
London Bus; Kit #07651; contains 
390 parts (including clear parts) 
and decals for 2 RML Routemasters

Vallejo Washes; 12 different colors available 
in 35 ml (1.18 fluid ounce) bottles; six colors 
pictured above. These products are water 
based and fast-drying..

Desert Eagle Publishing - Number 7 - 
Doobi D9 Variants - the D9 Bulldozers 
in IDF Service; 77 pages; ISBN # 978-
965-91635-3-3

Bronco 1:35 scale: WW II British Field Accessories Set, 
item # AB-3562.  Features 12 sprues of gray plastic 
parts; 1 sheet of PE; 1 decal sheet.  A great addition to 
any Commonwealth WW II vehicle or diorama.

Alpine Miniatures 1:35 scale 2-figure set, WSS 
Infantry, Item #35168 (also available separately 
as set #1, item 35166 and set #2, item 35167).  
These resin figures offer a high level of detail 
and quality.

Luftwaffe Gallery #4 by Eric Mombeeck 
and Illustrated by Thierry Dekker:  
a pictorial on WW II Luftwaffe subjects, 
56 pages of photos and illustrations; 
ISBN # 978-293-05461-2-4

Here are some of the latest products to hit the shelves, 
just waiting to be added to your wish lists!



STICK
Long-time Pelikan member Mike Stanley has changed gears. Having totally abandoned his plastic wings 

career, he has now entered the world of stick and tissue. Mike calls it the “old fashioned way” and he reports 

that it requires a different skill set. Here are photos of two of his latest projects, a Guillows 16” span kit of the 

venerable Hurricane and a couple of in-progress shots of his Dumas 18” “walnut scale” P-6E.

Looks terrific Mike - can’t wait to see more!

AND TISSUE
by Bart Cusumano
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CORREGIDOR

Corregidor Island sits in the entrance to Manila Bay, and was optimally 

located to provide protection for the harbor. As a result, it was heavily 

fortified with artillery and munitions to guard against attacks by hostile 

warships. 

In 1902 the United States placed a military reservation on the island, 

and over the following two decades heavily invested in infrastructure 

like roads, barracks, support buildings, concrete emplacements, 

bomb shelters, and an extensive complex of tunnels.

Upon the fall of the Philippines during WWII, the Allies under General 

Douglas MacArthur as well as the government of the Philippines 

retired to Corregidor. Even though it withstood repeated and frequent 

shelling and bombing from the Japanese, the eventual fall of the 

island was inevitable.  After much pressure from Washington, General 

MacArthur finally relented and left Corregidor for Australia, where he 

made his famous speech promising, “I shall return” to the Philippines.  

On a recent business trip to the 

Philippines I had the opportunity 

to visit the island of Corregidor 

in Manila Bay. I was accompanied 

by one of my Filipino employees, 

and must say I had a great day. 

This was my second trip to Ma-

nila and I missed out on visiting 

Corregidor the first time due to 

poor weather. This time around, 

the weather was clear and hot. 

And I wouldn’t want to forget 

humid! The next time someone 

tells me it’s humid here in Florida 

I’ll have to laugh because the 

heat and humidity encountered 

on the island was like nothing 

I’ve ever experienced.

He left behind many US and Filipino soldiers, led 

by Lt. General Jonathan Wainwright. Nearly every 

surface structure on the island was destroyed by 

Japanese bombing or shelling, while the Allied forces 

and Philippine government-in-exile took to the safety 

of the Malinta tunnel system. Ultimately, they were 

were overcome with hunger and ill health, which 

forced them to surrender to the Japanese on May 

6, 1942. Many, if not all of the prisoners gathered by 

the Japanese on Corregidor ended up on the Bataan 

death march.

After years of heavy fighting, Corregidor was retaken 

by the Allies at the end of February, 1945.

Battery Way, 12-inch mortars

Memorial to Heroes of the Philippines

by Mike Hanson



The Tour
My tour of the island left the ferry dock in Manila at 

7AM, on a large ocean-going, high-speed, catamaran 

ferry. The island lies 26 nautical miles from the port, 

and the trip takes around 90 minutes from shore to 

shore.  Upon arrival, we transferred to an open-air 

tour bus.

The first stop was a look at the ruins of the Filipino 

barracks. The US and Filipino soldiers were not 

segregated because of race; rather it was due to 

military organizational structure which dictated the 

various corps bunk together. The native Filipinos also 

had very different dietary requirements from the US 

forces, and the separate housing allowed the proper 

distribution of food. Filipino versus US cuisines, as it 

were.

Next, we stopped at Battery Way. Made up of four 

12-inch mortars, it was named for Lt. Henry Way of 

the 4th US Artillery.  There are four WWI-vintage 

M1890 coast defense mortars, flanked on each side 

by fortified munitions storage buildings. Directly in 

front of the mortars, centered between the munitions 

buildings is the command and control building. 

Designed to lob shells in a high arc onto incoming 

warships, they were mostly obsolete by the end of 

WWI, and certainly by the beginning of WWII.

Our next stop was at Battery Grubbs, named 

for 1st Lt. Haydon Grubbs, an infantryman 

killed in action in the Philippines in 1899.  It 

contains some of the most interesting guns on 

the island. This battery contains two disap-

pearing guns, M1895M1 guns on M1901 disap-

pearing carriages. These are really big guns, 

and the disappearing carriages allows them to 

hide behind the walls of the fortifications. In 

the loading position they drop down into the 

revetment and are loaded with their 10-inch 

shells. Once loaded, the pneumatics in the 

carriage raise the gun up above the wall into the fir-

ing position, and upon firing drop back down behind 

the wall.

Unfortunately, the guns have been removed from the 

carriages. Since they are so big, it’s very difficult to 

get a good overall photo of the barrels.  I was able to 

get a decent show of one of the spare barrels from 

above. Clearly noticeable in and around the concrete 

fortifications are shell and bomb damage from the 

Japanese bombardment. Some of them look really 

interesting, almost like what would happen if you 

dropped a rock into fine sand or flour. I was able to 

pick up a small piece of broken concrete from one of 

the shell craters that now resides on a shelf at home. 

I have a piece of the rock!

The last big gun we visited on the tour was Battery 

Hearn. Made up of a single 12-inch gun, it was famous 

for a photograph of the conquering Japanese shouting 

‘Banzai’ at the fall of Corregidor. It is an impressive 

looking gun, very large, but had very little real  

engagement during the war, even though it was  

the last big gun fired before the fall of the island.   

Inset into the landscape is a munitions storage area.

Next, we proceeded on to the mile-long barracks. 

Built for US enlisted men, it was 1/3 of a mile long, 

and three stories high - thus the ‘mile long’ moniker. 

Like the rest of the buildings on the island, it is mostly 

ruins after being heavily bombed. 

Close by the barracks is the base cinema, one of the 

few ruins still readily accessible by visitors. According 

to our tour guide, the last showing was ‘Gone with the 

Wind.’ Today, the modern steel bracing the structure 

is clearly visible.

Right next to the cinema is the Pacific War Memorial. 

Completed in 1968, it honors US and Filipino veterans 

who served in the Pacific theater during WWII.  

It’s made up of a couple different monuments, the 

first a rotunda with an open skylight over a simple 

alter. Directly behind this structure, located close to 

the spot where General MacArthur celebrated the 

liberation of Corregidor, is a large abstract sculpture 

known as the Eternal Flame.

Flanking the memorial, opposite the cinema is the 

bachelor officer’s quarters. Directly in front is a display 

of various guns and artillery. Behind the cinema is a 

museum containing artifacts from the battles for the 

Battery Hearn – a 12-inch M1895A2 gun on a M1917 
barbette carriage with a 26 mile flat trajectory range. 
This gun battery could traverse 360 degrees.

Walkway towards the Pacific War Memorial

The Eternal Flame monument at the Pacific War Memorial

Statue in the entrance of the Pacific War Memorial

Statue of General MacArthur next to the pier 
where he left for Australia

12 13



Philippines and Corregidor. One interesting model on 

display in the museum features a nice model of the 

nuclear carrier Enterprise with a full complement of 

Hellcats, Avengers, and Dauntlesses. 

From the memorial we swung past the old Spanish 

lighthouse before we proceeded to the island’s hotel, 

where we had a very nice lunch.  Then we were back 

on the bus and on our way to the next stop, the dock 

where PT-41 picked up General MacArthur as he left 

Corregidor and retreated to Australia. There’s  

a nice bronze statue of the  

General giving the island a high-

five. While the dock still exists, it 

is in poor repair and has collapsed 

in the center.

On our way to the next stop we 

had a great view of the ocean, 

and in the far distance we could 

just make out Ft. Drum, the 

 concrete battleship. I hope on 

my next trip I’ll be able to get a 

trip out there.

Next up was a visit to the  

Philippine war memorial, which 

honors all the Filipinos over the 

years who fought for their country. 

 

There’s a number of nice bas-relief sculptures as well 

as a small art gallery. The next destination was the 

Japanese cemetery, where in addition to plaques 

honoring Japanese soldiers there are a number of 

Japanese artillery pieces. There were no identifying 

marks so I’m not sure what types were on display.

The final highlight of the tour, at a small  

additional charge, was a ‘light and sound’ 

show held inside the Malinta tunnel. This is 

the main access tunnel for the entire tunnel 

system under the mountain. There are  

ancillary tunnels branching off from this main 

route, along with a 1000-bed 

hospital and other support 

areas. It’s a huge complex.

The show was made up of 

dioramas and video that 

highlighted the struggle of the 

Allies during the fighting for 

Corregidor. During the course 

of the show we slowly made 

our way all the way from one 

entrance of the Malinta 

tunnel to the other, exiting at 

the west entrance, where we 

re-boarded our tour bus for 

the ride back to the ferry.

All in all I had a great time, despite sweating more 

than ever before. It was a highlight of my trip and I 

look forward to visiting again at some point.

The Malinta tunnel

West entrance to the Malinta tunnel system. 
Not just how much rock protects the tunnels.

One of the dioramas shown during the Malinta tunnel multi-
media show.
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Unlike the road car, outside of 
some 1/43 scale offerings, there’s 
not much available to the mod-
eler that wants to build a bb/LM.  
With a huge amount of work, one 
could be scratch-built based on 
one of the road-car kits. However, 
there is one source – a 1/24 offer-
ing from Model Factory Hiro in 
Japan. The catch to this source is 
these models are very expensive.  
The least expensive example I was 
able to find online was $275, with 
most of them going for well over 
$300.

I’ve always wanted one, because 
the bb/LM has always been one 
of my favorite racing Ferraris.  
Recently, MFH lost their license 
to sell Ferrari models, so the 
opportunity to pick one of these 
kits up was going to quickly dry 
up.  I bit the bullet, picked out 
the Swap Shop version of the 
car, and placed my order online 
with Strada Sports. About a 

month later, the kit arrived on my 
doorstep.

And it’s a beautiful kit. It’s a mul-
timedia offering, with the main 
part of the body being done in a 
smooth, fine resin, and the chas-
sis, engine cover, and hood done 
in a clean white-metal casting. 
There are also quite a few turned 
metal pieces, photoetch, rubber 
tires, clear vacuform, and nicely 
registered decals.

It’s a full-detail kit, so it can be 
displayed with the rear hatch 
open and that big fuel-injected 
flat-12 can be displayed in all its 

glory in the back of the car. All 
of the engine parts are done in 
white-metal.

This kit is on my top-five list to 
build soon. I have a couple proj-
ects ahead of it in line, but it 
won’t be sitting on the shelf for 
long!
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The Ferrari 512bb and 512bbi were some of the prettiest 

cars to come from Italy in the 1970’s. It was Ferrari’s 

first 12-cylinder mid-engine street car, with a 5-liter 

flat-12 engine sitting behind the driver. The 512bb was 

carbureted, with six dual-throat Weber carbs. The later 

512bbi added Bosch fuel injection, thus the added ‘I’ – 

512bbi.  The cars had a 180-mph top speed and took 

5.4 seconds to go from zero to 60 mph.

Where the contemporary Lamborghini Countach was 

all sharp lines and angles, the Ferrari – commonly 

known as the ‘Boxer’ because of its flat-12 power 

plant – was a thing of beauty, with flowing curves 

designed by the renowned Pininfarina. There are 

plenty of models available of the Boxer, in scales 

from 1/43 to 1/16.  I have several of them in my  

collection.

In the late 1970’s Ferrari decided to take the 512bb 

racing. In the transition from race car to street car, 

it went from an elegant design to something much 

more brutal. The car’s weight was significantly reduced 

and power increased to 440hp (up from the street 

car’s 360hp). If you look closely at the race car you 

can see the lines of the road car peeking out, but only 

barely.  The new bodywork was longer and wider, with 

a very large rear wing planting the rear wheels to the 

ground when the car is at speed. The new car was 

dubbed the Ferrari 512 bb/LM.

There’s a Florida connection to the racing Boxer. 

Down in Ft. Lauderdale a gentleman named Preston 

Henn started a drive-in movie business, that later  

expanded into a weekend flea market, then grew into 

an enclosed, larger, week-long flea market. Soon it 

was one of the most popular destinations in South 

Florida. And Mr. Henn likes Ferrari. A lot. He’s an avid 

collector, and in the late 70’s he campaigned a 512 bb/

LM at LeMans in 1982 under Swap Shop sponsorship. 

The car failed to finish that race, but Mr. Henn went on 

to run the car at a number of races here in the USA.

The good news? He still runs the car today at vintage 

racing events.

LM Fig 4 – An overall shot of the big flat-12 engine in 
the bb/LM.  Lots of piping, wiring, and textures here, 
ripe for detailing a model.

RACING FERRARI: 
THE BRUTAL 512BB/LMby Mike Hanson
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I’ve had the opportunity to see this particular racing 

Boxer many times. I’m a regular at Cavallino Classic 

every year, which features Ferraris of all sorts, and 

it’s always a thrill to see these big, brutal, loud cars 

run.  They almost always dominate the field, and while 

not everyone would say they are a beautiful car, they 

are certainly an interesting and entertaining vehicle!  

There are several of the bb/LM’s that attend the event 

every year, and I’ve had the opportunity to photo-

graph all of them.  Even the well-known ‘bubble car’ 

made an appearance recently – known for it’s garish 

‘bubbles’ paint scheme.

LM Fig 10 – Front shot of the bb/LM ‘bubble’ car. This 
scheme is available on one of the MFH kits as well as in 1/43.

For more detailed photos of the Ferrari 512 bb/LM  
visit www.pelikanclub.org
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JANUARY
N’ TELL

Ozzie Leandri continues to crank out his fine 
aircraft models with these two OOB exam-
ples in 1:72 scale: Hasegawa J35 Draken and 
Hobby Boss Macchi C200.

Another fine piece of work 
from George Brown – a 1:48 
Accurate Miniatures  
Mustang Mk-1A done OOB.

Ed Brut enters the world of 
the wild and weird again 
with this unique and tiny PE 
Millennium Falcon.

SHOW
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Well hey, it’s BIG! The Bismarck 
again.

More Bismarck. Even more Bismarck.

Steve Sobieralski goes wild and big on this 1:200 Trumpeter Bismarck.

George Hecht breaks out his magic screwdriver 
once again on this Me262.

Unknown modeler brings in a Harrier in 1:24 scale.
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With the recent release of the big-scale 1/32 Skyraider 

from Zoukei-Mura, Inc. in Japan, there’s sure to be interest 

in some detail photos of the real plane. Here’s a walk-

around of the example on display at the National Museum 

of Naval Aviation in Pensacola, Florida.

The AD ‘Skyraider’ was designed as a WWII dive bomber/

torpedo bomber, although it arrived too late for 

participation in that conflict. Affectionately called the 

‘Spad,’ it became the work horse of the Navy and Marine 

Corps light attack force throughout the Korean conflict 

and made very significant contributions in Vietnam.  

Its achievement was such that the Skyraider was  

described as the best and most effective close support 

airplane in the world. 

Photos by Mike Hanson and Earl Petrikin

For more aircraft, armor, auto, and other walk-arounds,      visit the Pelikan web site at www.pelikanclub.org.

The aircraft on display at the Naval Aviation  

museum in Pensacola flew the last combat mission 

flow by a Navy Skyraider during the latter stages  

of the Vietnam conflict.

Manufacturer:  Douglas Aircraft Company

Type: Carrier-based attack-bomber

Crew: Pilot only

Power Plant: One 2,700 HP Wright R3350

Dimensions: Wing Span 50’-0”; Length 28’-2”;   
 Height 15’-5”

Weight: Empty 10,500 lbs; Gross 25,000 lbs

Performance: Max speed 320 MPH;  
 Ceiling 32,000 ft.;  
 Range 1,000 miles

SKYRAIDER WALKAROUND by Mike Hanson
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Pelikan Sneak-Peek

Churchill Mk.IV NA 7 
 (Product / Stock #: 7507)

Reviewed by: Bart Cusumano

Scale: 1/72

Company: Dragon

Price: $23.50

The Churchill Mk.IV NA 75 was a variant of the Churchill Mk.IV British tank, its 
main difference being that it mounted a 75mm main gun from the Sherman 
family of tanks rather than the Churchill’s six-pounder. Besides the main gun, 
the Besa coaxial and bow guns were replaced with Browning .30 caliber 
weapons. Some minor changes to the roof of the ‘standard’ Mk.IV turret were 
made to accommodate the new main gun. 

The Box
The kit comes in the typical 6”X10” box that you get with 1:72 Dragon 
armor kits: the two-part variety that comes with a lid, rather than the dreaded 
opening end flaps. There’s a nice painting of an NA75 on the box top with kit 
information panels adorning the sides.

The Kit
Dragon’s kit is in keeping with much of its 1:72 offerings: clean, crisply molded 
flash-free parts in a light gray styrene in a fairly easy to assemble motif.   
This basically means low parts count and more molded on or integral details.

So what do you get for your money?  When you open the box, you’ll find 77 
parts in three sprues (sprues A and B are conjoined) wrapped in separate 
plastic bags. Included in that part count are the hull top and bottom that 
come loose in the box. The use of slide-mold technology can be seen in the 
hollow main gun barrel ends and the louvres on the rear lower hull half, as well 
as in other areas. You also get two lengths of DS 100 plastic tracks (the soft 
kind) sealed in their own bag and a tiny 1-1/8” x 1-1/2” decal sheet in its own 
little poly bag. The sheet gives you three simple marking options: one for ‘C’ 
Sqd., North Irish Horse, Italy 1944 and two for Unidentified Units, Italy 1944.  
Unlike other 1:72 Dragon armor kits that I have in my stash, this sample did not 
have the tracks and decal sheet mounted to a card carrier.

The instruction sheet is also typical for Dragon small-scale armor kits: a folded 
over sheet that makes four pages. The sheet is in color and on glossy stock.  
It is easy to see the images on it and the assembly instructions seemed clear 
enough to me. There is a parts map that tells you which parts are not to be 
used for this kit (shaded in light blue) and color call-outs made in Mr. Color 
Model Master Color and Aqueous Hobby Color (not much use to a Humbrol 
and Model Master enamel guy like me). Speaking of the parts map, oddly, the 
illustration parts layout of sprue C on the parts map does not match the actual 
parts layout of the actual parts contained on sprue C.  Parts 17, 7, 3, 13, 12, 14, 
15 and 18 are not in synch. Not a big issue for me really, but just odd. Sprues A 
and B are fine.

Conclusion
All of that being said, the kit is well presented, well molded and looks like it 
should go together without much problem. Would I buy this kit? Yes, I would.  
I love Dragon’s small-scale armor kits (I have a bunch of ‘em) and they are, for 
the most part, easy and fun to build and make fine looking replicas.
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Opel Blitzbus Ludewig “Aero” 

(Product / Stock #: RD0728)

Reviewed by: Bart Cusumano

Scale: 1/72

Company: Roden 

Price: $19.99

According to the blurb on the side of the kit box, the Opel Blitzbus Ludewig 
“Aero” was built during the mid 1930’s.  The vehicle was made on the chassis 
of the Opel Blitz 3-ton truck in the workshop of the Ludewig brothers.  The 
actual vehicle’s swoopy futuristic exterior lines were paired to a luxury interior 
and was not only used for transportation purposes but as a propaganda tool 
as well.  Not many were produced due to the (even then) high cost of produc-
tion.  This particular kit represents the militarized version used for the trans-
port of high ranking Wehrmacht officers on the Eastern Front during WWII.   

The Box
The 6’” by 10” box features the dreaded end flaps, rather than a separate 
top. The box top features a cool painting of an olive green colored Aero 
ripping down a muddy road. Painting and marking instructions appear on 
the bottom of the box.  

The Kit
Once you do delve inside of the box, you’ll find 124 crisply molded parts in 
a medium gray styrene plastic, attached to 8 sprues. Two of those sprues 
are duplicate affairs providing tire/wheel assemblies and seats (along with 
additional parts). You also get a clear acetate sheet that has the windows 
printed on it - although you will need to cut them out as they are not scored.  
A small 1” by 1” decal sheet provides you with license plates and a few sundry 
markings. The instruction sheet is in black and white, providing clear, easy to 

understand assembly steps - 18 in all. There is also a parts map which indicates 
which parts are for the spares box - 30 of them. There are also Vallejo color 
call outs if acrylic is your thing. You get two color/marking options: one in a 
dark blue-gray; the other in olive green.

My first impression upon looking at the parts was how beautifully molded 
the parts are. They give a nice ‘look’ for the small-scale and do not look in 
the least ‘clunky’. The parts are all well cast and the long side body panels 
themselves are very nicely molded with no warpage, which should facilitate a 
good fit. Panel lines are nicely done in appropriate depths for their respective 
parts. For instance, the doors and the hood are engraved deeper and more 
prominently than say the fuel filler door. The interior parts and details seem 
adequate and good for the scale. I especially like the fact that the tires are the 
same styrene as the rest of the kit and not rubber.

This does look to be an exact duplicate of kit number 724 - Roden’s other 
Blitzbus kit - except for the decals. This however is, as mentioned, the milita-
rized version, so it’s whatever you’re in to.

Conclusion
All that being said, I have to say that this is a really nice little kit. I would defi-
nitely recommend it. I mean, an Opel Blitzbus in a mass-produced 1:72 scale 
styrene kit for cryin’ out loud!  How cool is that?
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Sites For Sore Eyes

For aircraft builds and new product info:

http://scalespot.com

For product reviews:

http://modelingmadness.com

For just about everything new and cool:

http://www.themodellingnews.com

Observing the 100th Anniversary of WW I:

http://www.wwi-models.org

Aircraft and Armor Modeler’s Resource:

http://www.hyperscale.com

Sci-Fi and Space:

http://culttvman.com/main/

Check out a few websites the Pelikans  
have been bookmarking this month.  
Here’s six for January, sure to please  
everyone:

http://scalespot.com
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Pelikan Man-Caves

Actually I use two workbenches in the garage 
that I share with my wife’s car. The floor is 
covered with recycled carpet from our living 
room which I think keeps the dirt and leaves 
from the outside to a minimum.

 
I like to think of this one as my clean bench, 
actually not really that clean, but it’s my  
area for fitting, sanding, and assembly.   
The bench itself is constructed from a 
30” wide door with two laminations of 1/4 
plywood supported by sawhorses that I 
built for a comfortable height. As the pri-
mary place where I spend most of my time, 
it includes creature comforts such as TV 
and stereo and my tool chest. And most 
important, I have several very good lights 
that don’t put out much heat. I also have 
my old computer that I use for bringing up 
reference photos. The towel draped under 
the front of the bench is not intended to 
hide new kits from my wife, but serves as an 
apron that I put over my lap to catch parts 
normally consumed by the Carpet Monster.  

 
This I refer to as the dirty bench, It’s where 
I have my air compressor and where I paint 
small jobs when not using my paint booth.   
I didn’t clean it off for the photo, but it really 
does get very messed up from paint, solvents, 
and clean up operations. Although I store 
the tools away from the top of the bench, 
it’s where I use my small drill press, electric 
sander, miniature table saw, and do the  
soldering.

 
The cabinet contains mostly an assortment 
of paints, solvents, and painting equipment.  
Obviously, this shot was taken at an earlier 
time, but the inside of the cabinet is about 
the same.

 

Earl Petrkin David Fredrickson

My bench with all the usual tools within reach

Some books not one related to the hobby, 
where the beer is stored

My stash with “Meathead” aka Tuna

My Spray Booth

Come along on the Pelikan Man Cave Tour and see where the “magic happens” 

for the members of the Pelikan Model Club
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IPMS/USA is dedicated to the hobby (and fun) of Scale Modeling. It was started by Jim Sage, of  
Dallas, Texas, in 1964. There are now branches of IPMS all over the world. Our Local Regions and 
Chapters sponsor Model shows and contests every year, but you needn’t be a member to visit the 
shows or attend the club meetings!

With IPMS/USA Membership, you will receive the outstanding IPMS/USA Journal six times a year -  
it includes features on all modeling subjects such as aircraft, armor, automotive, ships, figures -  
you name it! You will also find listings of IPMS contests, swap meets, hints and tips, and reviews.

Membership also qualifies you to participate in IPMS/USA sanctioned contests, and particularly in  
our World-famous National Convention, held each summer. As a member, you’ll also be able to  
access our online Discussion Board, where a wide variety of modeling topics are discussed, and  
enjoy interaction with other serious modelers for help with questions about modeling techniques  
or the Society in general. Many Hobby Shops and Model Vendors around the USA offer discounts  
to IPMS/USA Members.

Memberships are available in several types:

 Junior:  17 years old or Younger, $12.00 per year

 Adult:  1 Year $25.00

  2 Years $49.00

  3 Years $73.00

 Family: Adult Membership plus $5.00 (Additional Membership cards as requested)

 Canada or Mexico: $30.00 per Year

 Foreign: $32.00 per Year (Journal via Regular Mail) or $55.00 per year (Journal via Air Mail)

Payment Information: Online Payment may be made via Credit Card only.

Downloadable IPMS/USA Application Form (in PDF, 100KB).

Applications using payment via Check or Money Order should be printed and mailed to:

 IPMS/USA
 Dept. H
 PO Box 2475
 N. Canton, OH 44720-0475

For any questions or problems with your membership application/renewal,  

please contact the IPMS/USA Officer Manager, Ms. M.J. Kinney, at manager@ipmsusa.org

JOIN IPMS

Downloadable IPMS/USA Application Form (in PDF, 100KB).
manager@ipmsusa.org

